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Energy harvesting is one of the most rapidly growing of the emerging technologies. This field has arrived at the hybrid and multi-source era, where hybrid structures and novel materials are able to boost the energy conversion efficiency and/or make the harvesters capable of benefitting from multiple energy sources simultaneously. Such hybrid and multi-source energy harvesters have not frequently been reviewed in the past, potentially because of the small number of publications compared to that of their single-source and individual counterparts. However, as their number is becoming larger, it is now necessary to give sufficient and frequent reviews of developments in the field. Furthermore, an increasing number of developed energy harvesters are moving out of the laboratory into industrial markets. In practice, energy harvesters need to be integrated with energy storage and/or end users such as sensors and wireless sensor networks. Therefore, the harvester-storage and harvester-sensor integration systems also need to be reviewed frequently. This mini review includes works reported in the first half of 2018 and provides a timely update to the published review. It focuses on the above-mentioned hybrid and multi-source energy harvesters as well as on integrated harvesters, energy storage systems and end users (e.g., sensors), including CMOS (complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor) technology-based harvesters and systems.
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INTRODUCTION

Energy harvesting technology covers the conversion of solar/light, vibration/kinetic, wind/fluidic, magnetic, and thermal energies into electricity, via various mechanisms such as the photovoltaic, piezoelectric, electromagnetic, electrostatic, triboelectric, magnetostriective, thermoelectric, and pyroelectric effects. Recently, a comprehensive review of energy harvesting research has been published (Bai et al., 2018). It summarizes single-source energy harvesters and focuses on hybrid and multi-source energy harvesters with novel materials and structures. In addition, the latest comprehensive reviews on piezoelectric energy harvesters, where the majority of energy harvesting research is relevant, have now been published (Uchino, 2018; Yang et al., 2018c).

This mini review focuses on hybrid and multi-source energy harvesters as well as those integrated with energy storage and/or sensors. Works reported in the first half of 2018 are included and it is recommended to be read together with the reference (Bai et al., 2018) as this review provides a timely update. Hybrid, single-source energy harvesters contains recent work on hybrid, single-source energy harvesters. Hybrid, multi-source energy harvesters involves the work on hybrid, multi-source energy harvesters. Energy harvesters integrated with energy storage systems and end users (e.g., sensors), including CMOS (complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor) technology-based harvesters and systems.
storage and/or end users introduces the work on the integration of energy harvesters with energy storage or sensors, including CMOS (complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor) technology-based harvesters and systems. In certain situations, energy storage systems can act simultaneously as harvesters and these works are also included in Energy harvesters integrated with energy storage and/or end users. Conclusions and perspectives concludes this mini review and provides perspectives for further research.

HYBRID, SINGLE-SOURCE ENERGY HARVESTERS

Kinetic energy harvesters have the largest number of available energy conversion mechanisms among all the harvesters, however each has its own advantages and disadvantages. The piezoelectric effect can generate only moderate output voltage and power density with a large matched resistive load (up to the MΩ level), but has the advantage of ease of miniaturization. The triboelectric effect can provide very high output voltage, high peak power density and flexibility, and this makes triboelectric harvesters considerably attractive for wearable applications. However, the matched resistive load for the maximum output power is usually also very large (tens of MΩ). This challenges the regulator designs in interface circuits (ICs). Also, triboelectric harvesters are mostly made with polymers which cannot endure the high or low temperatures which may be generated by combustion engines/electric motors or the ambient conditions in the polar winter, respectively. Electrostatic and electrostrictive effects can also provide solutions for flexibility or miniaturization but an external voltage source is needed in most cases. The electromagnetic effect is able to offer large output power if space is not limited but, otherwise, miniaturization and low power density will be the main issues. The magnetostrictive effect requires the presence of both piezoelectric materials and permanent magnets in order to harvest kinetic energy. On the other hand, this enables structural hybridization, thus allowing multiple sources (i.e., kinetic energy and magnetic field) to be harvested simultaneously.

Because of energy losses, each of the above-mentioned effects has a limit on the harvestable kinetic energy and extractable electricity and hence a limit on the energy conversion efficiency. Therefore, the hybridization of several kinetic energy harvesting effects into the same harvester not only complements each other's disadvantages but also helps to increase the overall efficiency. Hybrid harvesters for kinetic energy are the most common single-source harvesters.

A bi-directional, piezoelectric-electromagnetic hybrid harvester built around a tube-shaped frame, combining two piezoelectric cantilevers with cuboidal magnets as tip masses, a suspended cylindrical magnet and a set of coils, has been reported (Fan et al., 2018a). The two cantilevers were attached at both ends of the tube frame. The cylindrical magnet was suspended in the tube. The coils were wound around the wall of the tube. The harvester could be excited in two directions, i.e., along the tube length and thus driving the suspended magnet to move in the tube, or perpendicular to the tube length and thus bending the cantilevers. In the former scenario, the moving magnet passes through the coil, harvesting the kinetic energy via the electromagnetic effect. It also couples with the two magnets on the cantilever tips, forcing the cantilevers to bend and thus harvesting the energy via the piezoelectric effect simultaneously. In such a working mode, the harvester could be driven at an ultra-low frequency (<10 Hz). In a capacitor charging test, this hybrid harvester showed an efficiency increase of up to 49 and 14% compared to its electromagnetic and piezoelectric individual counterparts, respectively (Fan et al., 2018a).

Another piezoelectric-electromagnetic hybrid harvester has been designed for higher operating frequencies (60–120 Hz) (Li et al., 2018a). A piezoelectric beam was fixed at both ends, with a magnet attached at the center of the beam. A set of coils was placed under the magnet with an adjustable gap. When the beam was excited by vibration, the energy was harvested via both piezoelectric and electromagnetic effects. Although the data for efficiency calculation were not fully given, the output power of the hybrid harvester was shown to be up to 40 and 130% higher than those of its piezoelectric and electromagnetic counterparts, respectively (Li et al., 2018a). In addition, a couple of recently published patents reveal two-dimensional (or two-degree-of-freedom) piezoelectric-electromagnetic hybrid harvesters (Fan et al., 2018b,c). Such harvesters comprised a U-shaped piezoelectric cantilever or two-stage piezoelectric cantilevers, magnets, coils, springs, and other supportive structures. These harvesters, as claimed in the patent descriptions, featured compact design, high energy conversion efficiency, and low cost (Fan et al., 2018b,c).

Biomechanical energy (e.g., human body movement) is another important kinetic energy source which is attractive in the application of wearable electronics. An electromagnetic-triboelectric hybrid harvester has been designed and fabricated for the energy generated from the swinging behavior of human arms during locomotion (Maharjan et al., 2018). An ABS (acrylonitrile butadiene styrene) ring tube was fabricated by 3D printing and a 50 μm PTFE (polytetrafluoroethylene) film with a nanowire-like surface was fabricated and then attached on the inner wall of the ABS tube. Inter-digitated Al electrodes and Cu coils were wrapped around the tube and the Al and Cu layers were separated by Kapton tape. Meanwhile, an NdFeB magnetic ball was placed in the tube. Such a harvester can be worn on the wrist, thus harvesting the human arm swinging motion during walking or running. The Al electrodes and nanowire-like surface of the PTFE acted as the triboelectric harvester, whilst the magnet and Cu coils acted as the electromagnetic harvester. In a capacitor charging test this hybrid harvester showed efficiency increases of 9 and 300% at the early stage of the charging compared to its electromagnetic and triboelectric individual counterparts, respectively. At the later stage of the charging, the increases were 36 and 25%, respectively. With a 5 s charging, the harvested energy was able to power a wristwatch to operate for 410 s. This harvester could also power a heart-rate sensor and monitor real-time signals of the wearer's heart rates.

Another electromagnetic-triboelectric hybrid harvester has been created for oceanic energy harvesting (Feng et al., 2018).
Figure 1A explains the structure of this harvester. Seven Al electrodes covered by PTFE were fixed on an acrylic substrate. The electrodes were made into three groups, forming a honeycomb-like three electrode structure, as marked by different colors in the figure. A magnet was suspended above the substrate via three springs while the bottom of the magnet was covered by another Al electrode, thus acting as the triboelectric harvester in cooperation with the PTFE and other electrodes. The triboelectric harvester could work in both in-plane sliding mode and vertical contact-separation mode. Seven sets of Cu coils were attached on the back of the substrate, acting as the electromagnetic harvester together with the magnet. In a capacitor charging test, the hybrid harvester achieved 54 and 150% efficiency increases compared to those of its electromagnetic and triboelectric individual counterparts (Feng et al., 2018). Table 1 summarizes the hybrid, single-source energy harvesters reviewed in this paper.

HYBRID, MULTI-SOURCE ENERGY HARVESTERS

Magnetic and Kinetic Energy

In practice, a single energy source may not always be powerful and stable enough for a harvester to generate sufficient electricity for the end usage. Multi-source energy harvesting through structural hybridization or multi-functional materials addresses this issue. By employing magnetostrictive and piezoelectric materials at the same time, ambient magnetic waves dissipated from electric devices and power transmission lines can be
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input energy source</th>
<th>Energy conversion principle</th>
<th>Materials/configuration</th>
<th>Output power or efficiency</th>
<th>Increase of output</th>
<th>End user</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vibration (&lt;10 Hz), sinusoidal excitation, 1.5 g acceleration</td>
<td>Piezoelectric + Electromagnetic</td>
<td>Piezoelectric cantilever coupled with suspended magnet</td>
<td>1.41 mW</td>
<td>14–49% (efficiency)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Fan et al., 2018a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vibration (60–120 Hz resonant frequencies)</td>
<td>Piezoelectric + Electromagnetic</td>
<td>PZT on stainless steel beam, NdFeB magnet</td>
<td>150 µW</td>
<td>40–130% (power)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Li et al., 2018a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vibration</td>
<td>Piezoelectric + Electromagnetic</td>
<td>U-shaped piezoelectric cantilever or two-stage piezoelectric cantilevers, magnets, coils, springs, frames, cylinders, and fixed/detachable fixtures or fixed clamp</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>(Fan et al., 2018b,c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomechanical (human arm motion)</td>
<td>Electromagnetic + Triboelectric</td>
<td>PTFE film with nanowire-like surface, NdFeB magnet, Al, and Cu electrodes</td>
<td>25 µW (calculated from capacitor charging test)</td>
<td>9–300% (efficiency)</td>
<td>Wristwatch (5 s charging–410 s operation); Heart-rate sensor</td>
<td>Maharjan et al., 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceanic wave</td>
<td>Electromagnetic + Triboelectric</td>
<td>PTFE film, magnet, Al electrodes, Cu coils</td>
<td>0.47 µW (calculated from capacitor charging test)</td>
<td>54–150% (efficiency)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Feng et al., 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic wave (50–60 Hz, &lt;1 mT)</td>
<td>Magnetostrictive + Piezoelectric</td>
<td>PMN-PZT single crystal macro-fiber composite, textured Fe-Ga alloy</td>
<td>3.8 mW or 3.22 mW/cm³</td>
<td>An order of magnitude compared to piezoelectric kinetic energy harvesting (power density)</td>
<td>Wireless sensor networks for IoT</td>
<td>Annapureddy et al., 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic wave (50 Hz) + vibration (&lt;10 Hz)</td>
<td>Electromagnetic induction + Piezoelectric</td>
<td>PZT, Nd₂Fe₁₄B magnets, beryllium bronze beam</td>
<td>200 µW</td>
<td>up to 300% (power)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Hu et al., 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind and solar energy</td>
<td>Triboelectric + photovoltaic</td>
<td>FEP film, ITO electrodes, DSSC</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>33–100% (efficiency)</td>
<td>SLB and LED</td>
<td>Cao et al., 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raindrops and solar energy</td>
<td>Triboelectric + photovoltaic</td>
<td>Si, PEDOT:PSS, Ag, and Al electrodes, PDMS</td>
<td>13.6% (solar part, measured); 1.74 mW/cm² (triboelectric part simulated)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Liu et al., 2018d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinetic energy (with the potential of harvesting solar energy)</td>
<td>Piezoelectric (potentially with photovoltaic)</td>
<td>PVDF, ZnO nanowires</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>300% compared to that of sole PVDF (voltage)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Ma et al., 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind/weak airflow (and potentially kinetic)</td>
<td>Pyroelectric (potentially with piezoelectric)</td>
<td>PVDF, vortex generator</td>
<td>2.82 µW/cm²</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Raouadi and Touayar, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar, kinetic (wind, raindrops, and impact) and RF energy harvesting circuit</td>
<td>Photovoltaic, piezoelectric, electromagnetic, and RF energy harvesting circuit</td>
<td>Polymer solar cell, PVDF, magnet, coils, RF energy harvesting circuit, and other supportive structures</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Energy harvesting umbrella, portable charging station, rechargeable battery</td>
<td>Lu et al., 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forced vibration on pipes</td>
<td>Piezoelectric</td>
<td>Piezoelectric patch</td>
<td>µW level</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Damage detector and indicator for control</td>
<td>Cahill et al., 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-frequency human body motion</td>
<td>Piezoelectric</td>
<td>Impact-based piezoelectric harvester</td>
<td>122 µW</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Neural activity monitor</td>
<td>Kim et al., 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal energy (temperature gradient)</td>
<td>Piezoelectric</td>
<td>Trapezoidal stainless steel cantilever, PVDF, macro-fiber composite, Nd, and Gd magnets, Ag nanoparticles</td>
<td>80 µW</td>
<td>2200% (power)</td>
<td>Temperature-mapping sensors</td>
<td>Chun et al., 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input energy source</td>
<td>Energy conversion principle</td>
<td>Materials/configuration</td>
<td>Output power or efficiency</td>
<td>Increase of output</td>
<td>End user</td>
<td>Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle exhaust flow</td>
<td>Triboelectric</td>
<td>PTFE, Al electrode, NO(_2) sensor, LED</td>
<td>~ 90 (\mu)W</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Exhaust detector</td>
<td>Shen et al., 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotation</td>
<td>Triboelectric + electromagnetic</td>
<td>Acrylic, steel bar, spring, nylon screw, Cu coil, Cu, PTFE film, magnets</td>
<td>30 (\mu)W (calculated from capacitor charging test) or 150 (\mu)W/cm(^2)</td>
<td>70–300% (efficiency)</td>
<td>Rotation speed and displacement sensor</td>
<td>Yang et al., 2018a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar and thermal (temperature gradient) energy</td>
<td>Photovoltaic + thermoelectric</td>
<td>Sensor, computational module, communication module, energy harvesting system, and battery</td>
<td>349 mW (photovoltaic) 18 mW (thermoelectric)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Floating wireless sensor node</td>
<td>Lee et al., 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar (light) energy</td>
<td>Photovoltaic</td>
<td>MAPbI(_3) film, Au electrodes, ZnO nanosheets</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Tactile sensor</td>
<td>Saraf et al., 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar (light) energy</td>
<td>Photovoltaic</td>
<td>2D perovskite, glass, Al, stainless steel, Li, whatman borosilicate paper soaked with LiPF(_6), Cu, FTO</td>
<td>39 (\mu)W (calculated form the charging test)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Li-ion photobattery</td>
<td>Ahmad et al., 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinetic energy (compression)</td>
<td>Piezoelectrochemical</td>
<td>Pouch cells containing LCO and graphite electrodes</td>
<td>0.012%</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Li-ion battery</td>
<td>Schiffer and Arnold, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinetic energy (pressure)</td>
<td>Piezoelectrochemical</td>
<td>CNT/Ti mesh electrodes, Al(_2)O(_3) membrane</td>
<td>0.03–0.1%</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Supercapacitor</td>
<td>Yang et al., 2018b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar and kinetic energy</td>
<td>Photovoltaic and piezoelectric</td>
<td>CMOS–130 nm technology-based interface circuit including dual-mode DC-DC converter, programmable switch, MPPT, and supercapacitor</td>
<td>0.5–2.7 mW 61–90.5% (efficiency of the circuit, not the harvesters)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>IoT</td>
<td>Elhebeasy et al., 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal (temperature gradient) and vibration energy</td>
<td>Thermoelectric, electromagnetic and piezoelectric</td>
<td>CMOS–180 nm technology-based interface circuit including cross-coupled charge pump, low drop-out AC-DC doubler, negative voltage converter, synchronous power extraction, DC-DC conversion, external inductor, and Schottky diode</td>
<td>110 (\mu)W 360% (power)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Wearable devices</td>
<td>Ulusan et al., 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF energy (−15 dBm, 900 MHz)</td>
<td>Antenna and RF-DC converter</td>
<td>CMOS-1 80 nm technology, RF-DC converter, MPPT</td>
<td>11 (\mu)W 39.3%</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Khan et al., 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF energy (−16 dBm, 915 MHz)</td>
<td>Antenna and RF-DC converter</td>
<td>CMOS-1 30 nm technology, RF-DC converter, voltage limiter, level shifter, buffer, back scattering switch, temperature sensor (consisting of voltage regulator and subthreshold ring oscillator)</td>
<td>17.6% (back scattering switch deactivated) 7.67% (loaded with wireless sensor and back scattering switch activated)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Temperature sensor</td>
<td>Saffari et al., 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar energy</td>
<td>Photovoltaic</td>
<td>Standard CMOS process, vertical P+–N(<em>{well})–P(</em>{sub}) junctions, imaging with holes as charge carriers</td>
<td>30 (\mu)W 998 pW/klux/mm(^2)</td>
<td>15–1100% (compared to literature)</td>
<td>Image sensor</td>
<td>Park et al., 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
harvested. For instance, a magneto-mechano-electric generator consisting of a highly textured Fe-Ga alloy (magnetostrictive) and a Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 (PMN-PZT) single crystal macro-fiber composite (piezoelectric) has been reported to achieve an output power density of 3.22 mW/cm³ with <1 mT magnetic input energy. This power density was an order of magnitude higher than that using piezoelectric cantilevers to harvest kinetic energy (Annapureddy et al., 2018). A wireless sensor network for the IoT (Internet of Things) could be powered by such harvested energy for timing and sensing (pressure and temperature) functions. Although simultaneously harvesting kinetic energy via the piezoelectric effect was not realized in this work, it is definitely an option for such a hybrid structure.

A specially designed piezoelectric cantilever with magnets as tip masses has also been reported to simultaneously harvest magnetic and vibrational energy (Hu et al., 2018). Figure 1B shows the configuration. A beryllium bronze beam was fabricated with a special curve which was fixed with an Al holder and a PZT (Pb(Zr,Ti)O3) piezoelectric transducer was attached above the curve and bridged the two parts of the beam. Two magnets were embedded on both tips of the beam. The hybrid harvester was placed close to a wire emitting a magnetic field and subject to a vibration. An output power increase of up to 300% was achieved when simultaneously harvesting both energy sources compared to that of harvesting either single source (Hu et al., 2018).

Kinetic and Solar Energy

Kinetic and solar energy can be considered the most pervasive and commonly co-existing ambient energy sources, where harvesting of both simultaneously can be significantly beneficial. A self-powered lantern based on a triboelectric-photovoltaic hybrid structure has been built for harvesting wind and light energy (Cao et al., 2018). Figure 1C shows the schematic of the configuration. A transparent PLA (polyactic acid) tube was connected to a central axis rod via bearings and transparent, inter-digitated ITO electrodes were coated on the inner wall of the tube. A rod coated with a layer of FEP (fluorinated ethylene propylene) film was placed on top of the ITO electrodes. A DSSC (dye-sensitized solar cell) was also mounted in the tube as shown in the figure. In addition, a SLB (soft lithium battery) and 10 LEDs (light-emitting diodes) were connected. The PLA tube rotated when driven by the wind, and the freely moving FEP rod generated friction with the ITO electrodes, thus harvesting the wind energy through the triboelectric effect. Meanwhile, solar energy was harvested by the DSSC. The harvested energy was stored in the SLB and used for lighting the LEDs. Being charged for 0.88 h, the SLB could be discharged for 4.12 h with 10 µA current (Cao et al., 2018). This performance was equivalent to 100 and 33% efficiency increases compared to those of the individual triboelectric generator and solar cell, respectively.

A lamination of Al, Si, PEDOT:PSS (poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate)), Ag finger electrode and PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane) from bottom to top has been proposed to harvest solar energy and raindrops (Liu et al., 2018d). The novelty of this hybrid harvester is that the PEDOT:PSS layer acted not only as an anti-reflection layer for the Si solar cell but also as the mutual electrode for the triboelectric component (PDMS). The raindrops hit the PDMS layer and thus electricity was generated via the triboelectric effect which complemented the efficiency decrease of the solar cell on rainy days. The efficiency of the solar cell was measured to be 13.6% under a standard AM 1.5G solar spectrum and the output power density of the triboelectric component was simulated to be 1.74 mW/m² (Liu et al., 2018d).

Apart from structural hybridization as introduced above, multi-source energy harvesters can also be realized with multi-functional materials. Details have been given in the reference (Bai et al., 2018). Recently, a PVDF (polyvinylidene fluoride)-ZnO composite has been reported (Ma et al., 2018). The composite consisting of 33 wt% ZnO nanowires and PVDF polymer helped to increase the output voltage by over 300% compared to that using PVDF only. Although ZnO has a wide band gap and cannot absorb the visible range of the solar spectrum, such a composite does provide a potential method of making multi-functional materials by replacing the ZnO filler with some narrow band gap materials. In this case the PVDF matrix can perform as a piezoelectric harvester and the filler as a photovoltaic harvester.

Wind and Thermal Energy

The pyroelectric effect is known for the energy harvesting from temperature fluctuations. A pyroelectric harvester has been reported to utilize a vortex to generate the temperature fluctuation and thus harvest wind energy via the pyroelectric effect (Raouadi and Touayar, 2018). The vortex generator was a right-angled substrate on which a PVDF film was deposited on the horizontal part. The wind flowed along the horizontal direction and when it collided with the vertical part of the substrate, a vortex and thus a temperature fluctuation was generated and applied to the PVDF film. An output power density of 2.82 µW/cm² was obtained. The main advantage of this harvester was that it was able to capture energy even with a very weak air flow (down to 1 m/s velocity) (Raouadi and Touayar, 2018). Although the piezoelectric effect was not mentioned, PVDF is also ferroelectric and well known for its co-exhibition of piezoelectric and pyroelectric effects. Therefore, this structure could naturally become a multi-source harvester by employing the piezoelectric effect at the same time. Stronger ferroelectric materials e.g., PZT (Pb(Zr,Ti)O3), PMN-PT (Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-PbTiO3), Mn-doped BNT-BT ((Bi0.5Na0.5)TiO3-BaTiO3), and Sr0.5Ba0.5NbO3 (Bowen et al., 2014a,b) could also replace the PVDF in order to improve the piezoelectric and pyroelectric performance.

Solar, Kinetic, and Radio Frequency Energy

A recently published patent has released the design of an umbrella apparatus which managed to incorporate photovoltaic, piezoelectric, electromagnetic, and radio frequency (RF) energy harvesters into different parts of an umbrella (Lu et al., 2018). The canopy of the umbrella was replaced by a multi-layer lamination combining photovoltaic and piezoelectric energy harvesters. The lamination consisted of an inverted polymer solar cell layer (He et al., 2012), a PVDF piezoelectric layer, electrode layers, and other supportive layers. When the energy harvesting canopy was open, solar and kinetic (i.e., wind and raindrops) energy
could be harvested. Meanwhile, the open canopy could spin when subjected to wind force, thus driving a miniature windmill (electromagnetic energy harvester) embedded in the shaft of the umbrella. In addition, the shaft of the umbrella could act as a monopole antenna and an RF energy harvesting circuit could be installed in the shaft in order to harvest RF energy. Furthermore, the shaft, in conjunction with a movable ferrule, contained a magnet and coils. When the canopy was closed, the umbrella could used as a cane. By striking the ferrule on the ground while walking, the magnet would be forced to move through the coils, forming another electromagnetic harvester. Apart from these energy harvesting components, the necessary DC-DC converters, switches, conductive leads and a rechargeable battery were also installed in the umbrella (Lu et al., 2018). Personal electronic devices could be charged through a port of the umbrella so that the entire umbrella became a self-powered, portable charging station. Hybrid, multi-source energy harvesters in this paper are also summarized in Table 1.

**ENERGY HARVESTERS INTEGRATED WITH ENERGY STORAGE AND/OR END USERS**

**Harvester-Sensor Integrations**

The IoT is undoubtedly where energy harvesting technology is aiming to have a significant impact. As the IoT requires an extensive number of sensors and wireless sensor networks, energy harvesters need to show their compatibility when integrated or utilized in different cases rather than only giving consideration to their output performance. As energy harvesters as individual components are becoming mature, there is an increasing number of publications demonstrating the feasibility of integrated energy harvesters with sensors or electricity consuming devices.

Piezoelectric energy harvesters have been integrated with structural health monitoring sensors for various constructions and bio-activity monitoring circuits used in implantable biomedical devices. In the former case piezoelectric patches were attached on a pipe which was undergoing forced vibrations, for the purposes of damage detection and indicators for control (Cahill et al., 2018). In the latter case, a self-powered neural activity monitor consisting of an impact-based piezoelectric harvester, a power transfer circuit, and a neural signal monitoring circuit was proposed (Kim et al., 2018). Both of them successfully demonstrated enough energy generated by the harvesters to power all the devices, as well as the feasibility and reliability of these methods.

A thermo-magneto-piezoelectric generator made with a non-linear piezoelectric cantilever, a hard magnet (Nd) and a soft magnet (Gd) has been reported (Chun et al., 2018). Figure 1D (left) shows the configuration of the harvester. The soft magnet was attached to the tip of the piezoelectric cantilever and the hard magnet was placed on the hot side. As the soft magnet was ferroelectric, it was attracted by the hard magnet but when they touched each other the temperature of the soft magnet became higher than the Curie temperature and it thus became paramagnetic (losing its permanent magnetic properties momentarily). The soft magnet was then released, driving the cantilever to oscillate and harvest the vibration energy. When the soft magnet cooled down and returned to the ferromagnetic state, a new cycle started. With this method, thermal energy (temperature gradient) was harvested via the piezoelectric effect. By applying Ag nanoparticles on the surface of the soft magnet, thermal transport was enhanced. This, together with the non-linearity of the cantilever, induced a 2200% higher output power compared to that of the linear counterpart (Chun et al., 2018). Such a harvester was used to power temperature-mapping sensors, thus monitoring the surface thermal variations, as shown in Figure 1D (right).

A self-powered chemical sensing system has been built by connecting a resistance-type gas (NO₂) sensor with a contact-separate mode triboelectric harvester in series and an LED in parallel (Shen et al., 2018). The system worked as a vehicle exhaust detector, where the triboelectric harvester was driven by the motor vehicle exhaust flow, thus powering the gas sensor and giving an alarm via the LED. The system provided an independent operation regardless of the working frequency of the harvester.

An electromagnetic-triboelectric hybrid harvester-sensor integration has been reported to be able to harvest the kinetic energy of vehicular wheel rotation and act as a rotation speed and displacement sensor simultaneously (Yang et al., 2018a). With the hybrid harvesting working principle, an efficiency increase of 70–300% was achieved. The sensing data could be transmitted wirelessly, which provided a potential application for self-powered rotating mobile devices used in a remote environment (e.g., a moon car).

A floating wireless sensor node has been reported to be powered by solar and thermal energy via photovoltaic and thermoelectric harvesters, respectively. On a sunny day, the sensor node could operate self-sufficiently on the water, enabling long-range wireless communication between the sensor node and a gateway. The sensor node consumed 6.6 Wh energy per day (equivalent to 275 mW power), whilst the solar panels and thermoelectric generator could provide 349 and 18 mW power, respectively (Lee et al., 2018).

Some organic-halide perovskites, e.g., (CH₃NH₃)PbI₃ (MAPbI₃), are known for the co-existence of their ferroelectric and photovoltaic properties (Bai et al., 2018). Based on this unique feature, a self-powered tactile sensor has been fabricated using ZnO nanosheets and MAPbI₃ film (Saraf et al., 2018). The schematic and working principle of the configuration is shown in Figure 1E. The MAPbI₃ film was poled laterally, with the ZnO nanosheets aligned approximately perpendicular to the film. The ZnO acted as a pressure-sensitive drain. This means that when a pressure was applied, the ZnO nanosheets were forced to bend, thus increasing their interfacing area with the MAPbI₃ film. Under illumination, this resulted in a higher charge collection and a pressure-sensitive modulation of the photocurrent. Such a solar-powered tactile sensor could be functional for more than 72 h after a 5 min poiling process which required a 55 µW/h-cm² energy budget (Saraf et al., 2018).
Harvester-Storage Integrations

In practice, it is common to connect a solar cell with a Li-ion battery for simultaneous energy harvesting and storage. However, a monolithic photoactive battery has been invented to substitute this two-component solar cell-battery combination (Ahmad et al., 2018). A highly photoactive 2D perovskite, ((CsH5C2H4NH3)2)PbX4 (X = I or Br), was used for both photo-charging and Li-ion storage. The photo-battery was a lamination of glass, Al, stainless steel, metal Li, Whatman borosilicate paper soaked with LiPF6, 2D perovskite, Cu and FTO (fluorine-doped SnO2) layers, from bottom to top. The efficiency and capacity (up to 100 mAh/g) similar to that of individual photovoltaic materials and batteries, respectively, were retained.

Apart from their electrochemical properties, Li-ion intercalation materials are also mechanically active. When a stress is applied, they can exhibit a mechanical-electrochemical coupling that increases the voltage of the battery (Schiffer and Arnold, 2018). Therefore, a study into using Li-ion batteries to simultaneously harvest energy has been carried out (Schiffer and Arnold, 2018). Two 170 mAh pouch cells containing LCO (lithium cobalt oxide) and graphite electrodes were connected together as shown in Figure 1F. The green cell was compressed as the harvester and the blue one was the reference and reservoir. The efficiency of this harvester-storage integration was only 0.012%, much smaller than that of conventional kinetic energy harvesters such as piezoelectric, electromagnetic, and triboelectric systems (Bai et al., 2018). The theoretical efficiency was predicted to be 2.9%. A supercapacitor has been reported for the same purpose of simultaneously harvesting and storing energy (Yang et al., 2018b). A piece of anodic Al2O3 membrane with nanochannels was sandwiched between two layers of CNT (carbon nanotube)/Ti mesh electrodes. The electrolyte started to flow when subjected to pressure, causing the electrokinetic supercapacitor to operate in both harvesting and storage modes. The efficiency could reach 0.03–0.1% under one bar pressure or regulated external load.

CMOS Technology-Based Harvesters and Systems

As sensors (especially large sensors for the IoT) are made with CMOS technology, work focusing on the full integration of energy harvesters (and/or storage), interface circuits and sensors based on CMOS technology are also reviewed here. CMOS technology provides an approach to integrating all micro-scale components on one chip. Therefore, a number of CMOS-based power conditioning circuits (e.g., converters, rectifiers, etc.) for energy harvesting have been included, reporting those allowing multiple energy sources as the input (Camarda et al., 2018; Katic et al., 2018; Li et al., 2018b; Liu et al., 2018a,b,c; Luo et al., 2018; McCullagh, 2018; Shi et al., 2018; Taghadosi et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018; Yi et al., 2018a,b; Yoon et al., 2018).

A low-power battery-less energy harvesting system implemented in a CMOS—130 nm technology for IoT applications used a dual-mode DC-DC converter to harvest solar and kinetic energy via photovoltaic and piezoelectric transducers, respectively (Elhebeary et al., 2018). A supercapacitor was used as the storage. On-chip, there were also a programmable switch to optimize the efficiency of the system and a maximum power point tracking circuit (MPPT). This circuit realized self-starting and a peak efficiency of 90.5% (the ratio of rectified energy to harvested energy) (Elhebeary et al., 2018). Meanwhile, a triple-source hybrid circuit implemented in a CMOS—180 nm technology managed simultaneously to extract thermal energy via a thermoelectric harvester and vibration via electromagnetic and piezoelectric harvesters, and then deliver a single DC output (Ulusan et al., 2018). The system included an on-chip cross-coupled charge pump to boost the thermoelectric voltage, a low drop-out AC-DC doubler to rectify the electromagnetic output, and a combination of negative voltage converter, synchronous power extraction, DC-DC converter and external inductor for the piezoelectric signal. Tested with an electromagnetic harvester worn on the wrist of a jogger, a commercial low volume PZT-based harvester and a thermoelectric generator, the system provided up to 110 μW output power in the simultaneous multi-mode operation, equivalent to 460% of the power delivered by a stand-alone circuit (Ulusan et al., 2018).

Beside CMOS-based power conditioning circuitry, full integrations involving energy harvesters have also been reported. For instance, RF energy harvesters were integrated with a power management circuit, temperature sensor or image sensor on the same chip (Khan et al., 2018; Park et al., 2018; Saffari et al., 2018). The RF-DC converter using internal threshold voltage cancellation with an auxiliary transistor block was implemented in a CMOS—180 nm technology together with a MPPT (Khan et al., 2018). This RF harvesting system delivered nearly 11 μW output power and 39.3% power conversion efficiency with −15 dBm, 900 MHz input (Khan et al., 2018).

On the other hand, implemented in a CMOS—130 nm technology, a fully integrated RF-powered temperature sensor managed to operate non-intermittently with 1.05 μW power consumption and −16 dBm, 915 MHz input (Saffari et al., 2018). As distinct from other works, this RF harvester-temperature sensor system eliminated the power management circuit for a minimalistic design. To achieve this, a subthreshold ring oscillator was used in order to produce a highly temperature-dependent oscillation frequency, thus acting as a temperature-frequency converter. The frequency-modulated signal was then transferred to an external reader using back scattering (Saffari et al., 2018).

A multifunctional CMOS active pixel which could simultaneously complete the tasks of imaging and energy harvesting has been reported (Park et al., 2018). In contrast to conventional CMOS electron-based imaging pixels, this work adopted a hole-based imaging method, being able to self-power the image capturing function at 15 fps with the energy harvested from >60 klux illumination. The output power density of 998 pW/klux/mm² was the highest among all counterparts of its kind (Park et al., 2018). A summary of the integrated energy harvesters introduced in this paper is given in Table 1.

Others

Other relevant circuit designs for ultra-low power management used in energy harvesting powered IoT systems, with a special
focus on multiple energy sources, have recently been reviewed (Estrada–Lopez et al., 2018).

CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

Recent works on hybrid single-source and multi-source energy harvesters have been reviewed. Although the number of investigations is not large, recent works on harvester-sensor and harvester-storage integrations, including those energy stores operating simultaneously as harvesters, have also been reviewed. As individual energy harvesters become mature, hybridization of different energy harvesting mechanisms is one of the directions of future research. The hybridization is not only limited to the configurations combining different energy conversion mechanisms via complex structures. Multi-source energy harvesting with a single-piece of multi-functional material, either composite or novel monolithic material, should particularly receive attention. Research on such a topic is relatively lacking. However, some organic–halide perovskites (e.g., (CH$_3$NH$_3$)$_2$PbI$_3$) (Rakita et al., 2017) and narrow band gap photo-ferroelectric thin-films (e.g., BFCO (Bi$_2$FeCrO$_6$)) (Nechache et al., 2015) and ceramics (e.g., KBNNO ((K,Ba)(Ni,Nb)O$_{3−δ}$), KNBNO ((K,Na,Ba)(Ni,Nb)O$_{3−δ}$)) (Bai et al., 2017a,b) have been proved to have both visible–range photovoltaic effect and recognizable/strong ferroelectricity. Novel multi-source energy harvesters can be developed based on such materials, where photovoltaic, piezoelectric, and pyroelectric effects can be exhibited simultaneously to harvest solar, kinetic and thermal energy with only one material. In addition, in order better to support industrial applications, more self-powered sensing systems or self-charging energy stores need to be developed. The feasibility of these devices will be significantly improved when employing hybrid or multi-source energy harvesters to increase their efficiency.
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